
Call for Donations to The VOICE Refugee Forum 
 

Racism Accusation Case against the immigration authorities in Berlin 
 
Dear activists and allies, 

You may have heard about the lawsuit filed by The VOICE activist Mbolo Yufanyi against the State 

of Berlin. 

 

If not, please read the full story here: http://thevoiceforum.org/node/4807 

 

More than a year after the lawsuit was filed, the case was heard on 9 February 2023 (for more info, 

see the press release - http://thevoiceforum.org/node/4838). 

 

Unsurprisingly, the judge sided with the State of Berlin and dismissed Mbolo Yufanyi's allegations of 

racial abuse without even hearing the witnesses or examining the evidence. 

 

All along, The VOICE and Mbolo Yufanyi's networks have supported this complaint politically and 

financially. This would not have been possible without the existing independent structure of the last 

almost three decades of struggle against the system.  

 

We need your support to maintain this continuity: Till date, we have incurred bills of over 2000€ 

 

Support Mbolo Yufanyi's court case by donating to Förderverein The VOICE e.V.! 

Please donate using the purpose KEYWORDS: “MBOLO’s court case”. 

 

One-time donations are welcome, regular monthly/yearly donations are even more important for the 

continuity of our work. 

 

We depend on open donations for financial autonomy and to continue our independent work. Your 

donations help us to run our campaigns, mobilize resistance and work directly with other refugees. 

 

With your solidarity donation, you prove the power of the common struggle in the movement. 

 

Bank Information of Förderverein The VOICE e.V. 

Sparkasse Göttingen 

account number: 127829 

BANK ACCOUNT NUMBER: 260 500 01 

IBAN: DE97 2605 0001 0000 1278 29 

BIC: NOLADE21GOE 

 

We are grateful for every donation (tax-deductible, donation receipt on request). 

 

The VOICE e.V. is a non-profit Organization and will gladly issue you a tax-deductible donation 

receipt for your donation at the beginning of each year. Please also state the purpose of the donation 

and your postal address when making the transfer! 

 

White supremacy means terror! 

 

http://thevoiceforum.org/node/4807
http://thevoiceforum.org/node/4838

